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As suggested by both the name of this puzzle and the tile images, this is a Scrabble Puzzle.
And indeed, the 21 sets of tiles in this puzzle represent a game of Scrabble, played in 21 turns
(alternating between two players). To pin down how this game is played out, we rely on the two
columns to the right of the tiles, which represent the number of tiles played and the play’s score,
respectively.

Most turns in this game have more than one legal play subject to the statistics provided, but these
ambiguities slowly resolve as play continues. One trick to help manage the branching complexity is
to track when tiles come and go off of the rack. Since this game uses every non-blank Scrabble tile,
we can (sometimes) determine in advance which hands play which tiles. Ultimately, we construct
the following board:

Having stared at the trees for a while, it’s time to look at the forest. Each of these 21 plays has
something in common – the tiles placed that turn include a single double-letter score. (This may
be something you noticed while calculating scores during the first part.) In play order, these 21
letters spell out DOOR MATERIAL FOR BINGOS.
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The term ‘bingo’ is Scrabble slang for a play that uses all of your 7 tiles. In this exceptional
game, 8 bingos were played; in order, EMPLOYEE, WAXBERRY, QUAALUDE, NETTLES,
REVVING, SPEEDILY, GADZOOKS, and ANISETTE. Continuing our double-letter theme,
we note that each of these 8 words contains a doubled letter. We are therefore looking for a door
that cares about words containing doubled letters. This door is the Green Glass Door from a
popular children’s game, and the door material (and our answer) is therefore GREEN GLASS.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

We did not expect the constraints of the meta to affect our construction of this puzzle as much as
it did. For this reason, I was excited to find that GREEN GLASS worked, because I immediately
thought of the Green Glass Door game and wanted to make a puzzle that cared about doubled
letters.

My first idea was to make a fake children’s book, in which words (described only via crayon
drawings) were transformed into other words by a letter-doubling mechanic. For a morbid example,
we could turn a mouse into a mousse to extract an S. Unfortunately, the pool of reasonable words
(and especially, nouns) was too small, and we scrapped the concept. I still liked the Green Glass
double-letter mechanic, though, so we kept it on the back burner and it eventually became a
Scrabble puzzle.

The first version of Scrabble Puzzle supplied the words with a crossword clue system, but this
created a very linear (and not very fun) solving experience, so I rewrote it to describe the words in
terms of play statistics only. This created a great solve experience, but made it incredibly difficult
to anticipate whether or not the prospective board configuration had a unique solution. Bear in
mind that every candidate board was created without computer assistance. (Of course, testing
used a computer.)

Ultimately, I found a configuration with a unique solution that included our 21-letter extract
and 8 bingos, used every non-blank tile, and finished in such a way that the two blank tiles1 are
both drawn on turn 20 and end the game on player B’s rack. I’m quite happy with the board,
and my only regret with this puzzle is that the reference to the Green Glass Door game was not
realized by all of the teams that made it to the final extraction. (The game shows up quickly in
Google if you search for ‘double letter’ and ‘door’, but I would have liked to use a reference that
was less hit-or-miss.)

1An earlier version of this puzzle used the blank tiles to add complexity. It broke everything unless there was an
obvious way to see exactly when they were played, so it didn’t seem to add anything. The idea to let them pad out
the final tiles feels natural enough and made construction a lot easier.
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